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On August 27, 2006, a regional jet in a high speed takeoff roll at  
Lexington Kentucky's Blue Grass Airport ran out of runway before 
leaving the ground, crashing through an airport perimeter fence 
and barely missing a barbed wire fence before striking a row of 
trees, exploding, and breaking apart. Despite being given proper 
clearance by air traffic control to take off on Runway 22, which is 
7,003 feet long, the pilots had mistakenly used Runway 26, which, 
at  3,500 feet, is too short for a regional jet to take off on. The crash 
was the worst aviation disaster in the United States since 2001, 
resulting in the death of forty-nine of the fifty people on board, 
while the co-pilot survived with severe injuries. 

The National Transportation Safety Board is actively studying 
the factors that went into this horrible ancl obvious mistake, and 
one fact they are evaluating is that, a t  the worst possible time, the 
pilots had engaged in a discussion having nothing to do with the 
flight. After reviewing the cockpit voice recorder transcript, avia- 
tion professor Paul Czysz quipped, "[the pilots1 seem to be tallring 
about everything but what they're supposed to be doing."' Nearly 
the entire time they were running through their pre-flight check- 
lists, the pilots made jokes and chit-chatted about such things as job 
opportunities, their children, and dogsZ This small talk continued 
as they pulled back from the gate and taxied to the wrong runway. 
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While the pilots should have been ~nalring sure they taxied past 
Runway 26 to Runway 22 before advancing the throttles for take- 
off, instead they had a forty second conversation about how co- 
workers were doing on tests." 

Experts may debate the role this conversation played in con- 
tributing to cause the crash, but they will agree the discussion 
violated the law. Federal Aviation Regulation 121.542 (the "sterile 
cocltpit rule") forbids tion-pertinent conversations a t  critical phases 
of flight, and the pilots' discussion about co-worlters' test perfot-in- 
ances while they were taxiing for talteoff was a clear violation of the 
rule. 

The sterile cockpit rule is now 26 years old, yet cockpit voice 
recorders recovered from crashed airplanes are still consistently 
revealing violations. What these cockpit voice recordings do not 
reveal, though, is the full extent of the problem, nor do they cxplain 
why so Inany well trained and intelligent pilots choose to break the 
rule. 

This article will address the son~eti~nes underestiinated dangers 
of stnall talk by pilots during critical phases of flight and the need 
for pilots, their unions, the airlines, and the Federal Aviation 
Administration to do niore to eliminate this problem. The article 
will begin by explaining the importance of the sterile cocltpit rule 
and the circumstances that led to its implementation. The next 
section will discuss violations of the rule since its inception, with 
particular focus on the frequency of violations and the air disasters 
such violations have caused or contributed to. Next, arguments 
regarding tlie extent of co~npliance with the rule will be considered, 
aiter which tlie article will conclude pilots, their unions, the indus- 
try, and the FAA all must do Inore to eliminate non-pertinent 
conversations from occurring in cockpits during critical phases of 
flight and offer suggestions about how this may be accomplished. 

The Sterile Cockpit Rule 
Over the last 50 years, while there has been a significant decline 

in the rate of air disasters overall, "reductions in human-error 
related accidents have not kept pace with the reduction of accidents 
related to mechanical ancl environmental  factor^."^ In fact, the 
FAA recently confirmed that human error is now a contributing 
factor in 60 to 80 percent of all aviation inciclents and accidents." 
Though it  is unrealistic to eliminate human error entirely, some 
problems are more preventable than others, and, a t  first lblush, 
unlawful talk a t  the wrong time seeins like it should be one of the 
easiest dangers to eliminate. Experience, however, has proven 
otherwise. 
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The NTSB identified the problem of pilots engaging in small 
talk during critical phases of flight during its investigation into the 
crash of Eastern Airlines Flight 212 on September 11, 1974 in 
Charlotte, North C a r ~ l i n a . ~  Flight 212 crashed 3.3 miles short of 
the intended runway, resulting in 72 fatalities. The probable cause 
of the crash was determined to be "the flightcrew's lack of altitude 
awareness a t  critical points during the approach due to poor coclrpit 
discipline in that the crew did not follow prescribed  procedure^."^ 
Specifically, after analyzing the cockpit voice recorder (CVR), the 
NTSB made the following observation: 

During the descent, until about 2 minutes and 30 seconds 
prior to the sound of impact, the flight crew engaged in 
conversations not pertinent to the operation of the air- 
craft. These conversationscovered a number of subjects, 
from politics to used cars, and both crewtnembers ex- 
pressed strong views and mild aggravation concerning the 
subjects discussed. The Safety Board believes that these 
conversations were distractive and reflected a casual 
mood and lax cockpit atmosphere, which continued 
throughout the remainder of the approach and which 
contributed to the accident." 

On October 8, 1974, the NTSB issued safety recommendations 
to the FAA noting a disturbing trend of accidents involving unpro- 
fessional performance by the crew? The NTSB noted, "Investiga- 
tions have revealed that crew behavior ranges from the casual 
acceptance of the flight environment to flagrant disregard for 
prescribed procedures and safe operating practices."'" Finally, after 
years of consideration, in 1981 the FAA responded by enacting 
Federal Aviation Regulations 121.542 and 135.10011-"Flight Crew 
Member Duties," which state: 

(a) No certificate holder shall require, nor may any flight 
crewmember perform, any duties during a critical phase 
of flight except those duties required for the safe operation 
of the aircraft. Duties such as company required calls 
made for such nonsafety related purposes as ordering 
galley supplies and confirming passenger connections, an- 
nouncements made to passengers promoting the air car- 
rier or pointing out sights of interest, and filling out 
company payroll and related records are not required for 
the safe operation of the aircralt. 

(b) No flight crewmember may engage in, nor may any 
pilot in command permit, any activity during a critical 
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phase of flight which could distract any flight 
c rew~~~ember  from the performance of his or her duties or 
which could interfere in any way with the proper conduct 
of those duties. Activities such as eating meals, engaging 
in nonessential conversations within the cockpit and 
nonessential co~nmunications between the cabin and cock- 
pit crews, and reading publications not related to the 
proper conduct of the flight are not required for the safe 
operation of the aircraft. 

(c) For the purposes of this section, critical phases of flight 
inclucles all ground operations involving taxi, takeoff and 
landing, and all other flight operations conducted below 
10,000 feet, except cruise flight. 

Note.-'Taxi is defined as "movement of an airplane 
under its own power on the surface of an  airport." 

This regulation is now commonly referred to as the "sterile 
cockpit rule," and it  has become a basic principle of flight crew 
training and stanclard operating procedures. The purpose of the rule 
is to ensure the flight crew is properly focused during critical phases 
of flight by prohibiting distractions such as conversations not re- 
lated to safe flight operation. Those critical phases, which include 
taxi, talieoff, landing, and operations conducted below 10,000 feet, 
are critical not only because the pilots have many safety tasks to 
conduct and monitor, but also because these phases of flight are 
when the most accidents occur. 

Violations of t h e  Rule and t h e  Resulting Disasters 

Unfortunately, since the rule was enacted in 1981, the NTSB's 
accident investigations have continued to discover an alanning 
number of sterile cockpit violations. For instance, in 1988, Delta 
Air Lines Flighl 1141 rolled to a violent crash seconds after takeoIf 
because the pilots failed to set the flaps, resulting in 14 fatalities 
and 26 serious injuries.12 FAA records did not contain any incident 
or violation history on any of the c rewmembers . '~owever ,  the 
NTSB's investigation founcl the pilots were distracted by conversing 
with a flight attendant in the cockpit while taxiing for departure. 
The Safety Board stated its belief that "had the captain exercised 
his responsibility and askecl the flight attendant to leave the cock- 
pit or, as a minimum, stopped the non-pertinent conversations, the 
25-minute taxi time could have been utilized more constructively 
and the flap position discrepancy might have been discovered."I4 
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Sterile cockpit violations were discovered in the investigation of 
another major airline disaster in 1994. On July 2, 1994, the pilots of 
USAir Flight 1016 decided to continue an approach into a rapidly 
developing thunderstorm near the beginning of the runway and 
encountered a microburst-induced windshear causing the plane to 
crash into trees and a private residence.I5 The crash resulted in 37 
fatalities and 16 serious injuries.I6 The Safety Board expressed 
concern with the crew's failure to comply with standard operating 
procedures including the sterile cockpit rule, concluding that it 
"suggests that they, as well as other pilots, do not adhere to 
procedures during 'routine' flights and phases of flight."" The 
Board reiterated the importance of the rule in its report, stating: 

The sterile cockpit rule was implemented to reduce flight- 
crew distractions when situational awareness is most 
needed, such as during flight phases in close proximity to 
the ground. Regardless of the nature of the flight, the 
Safety Board believes that the flightcrew must devote full 
attention to the operation of the airplane. Literature on 
the study of human factors further underscores the impor- 
tance of flightcrew attention to the environment. One 
noted expert stated: 

Attention serves as an important constraint on situational 
awareness. Direct attention is needed for not only percep- 
tion and working memory processing, but also for decision 
making and forming response executions.18 

In the litigation following the crash, USAir denied liability for 
the crash, leading to the most recent full-blown trial in the U.S. on 
the liability of an airline for its' pilots negligence following an 
aviation disaster. During the trial, USAir's attorney illustrated a 
common belief held by many pilots in the airline industry, by 
asking the plaintiffs' lead pilot expert to admit he was "nitpicking" 
over mere sterile cockpit violations. Captain Patrick Clyne, a 747 
captain for Northwest Airlines, responded by observing that there is 
a big difference between being an airliner captain who is ultimately 
responsible for the safety of a flight and its passengers as compared 
to most other jobs. He defended the wisdom of the sterile cockpit 
rule and other rules meant to make flying safer and stated that if 
these rules were nitpicking, then it was nitpicking for safety, and 
nitpicking he was proud of. The jury ultimately found USAir liable 
for the crash, rejecting its contention that the air traffic controllers' 
negligence was the sole cause.Ig 
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For the last 25 years, air transport pilots have known about the 
sterile cockpit rule and have been trained to follow it. Yet cockpit 
voice recorder data released after many recent crashes reveal fi-c- 
quent violations. The reason for this discrepancy should be studied 
and remedied. One possibility is that, despite their training, too 
Inany airline pilots fail to fully appreciate the danger of violating 
the sterile cockpit rule. This may help explain why, on numerous 
occasions, right on the heels of a major airline crash involving sterile 
cockpit violations, another crash has followed in which small talk in 
the cockpit again contributed. 

For instance, less than four months after the USAir Flight 1016 
crash, American Eagle Flight 4184 went into a rapid descent and 
crashed after icing developetl while the plane was in an extcnded 
holding pattern, killing all 68 passengers and crew on board.2" In its 
report, the NTSB observed: 

In this accident, the flight crew did not indicate that it 
was concernecl about holding in icing conditions, but the 
Safety Board notes that there were some potentially clis- 
tracting events during the hold. The CVR recorded about 
15 minutcs of personal conversation between a flight 
attendant and the captain from 1528:OO to 1542:38. Thc 
CVR also recorded inusic playing for about 18 minutes, as 
wcll as the sounds of the captain's departure from the 
cockpit Tor about 5 nlinutes to use the rest 

Noting the plane was above 10,000 feet when these distracting 
events occurred (meaning the sterile cockpit rule technically might 
not have been in effcct), the Safety Board reco~nmended the airlines 
encourage captains to observe a "sterile cockpit" environnient when 
an airplane is holding in ~neteorological conditions that have the 
potential to denland significant attention of a flight crew.z2 

Despite the NTSB's repeated warnings, evidence establishes 
small talk in the cockpit has continued to be a big problem. On 
Octobel- 19, 2004, Corporate Airlines Flight 5966 struck trees on its 
final approach and crashed short of the runway a t  Kil-ksville 
Regional Airport in Kirlrsville, Missouri, resulting in 13 fatalities 
and two serious injuries2" The Safety Board concluded the pilots 
failed to follow established proccclu~-es to efiectively monitor the 
airplane's descent rate and height above terrain and their "unpro- 
fessional behavior" during the flight likely contributecl to their 
degraclecl perforn~ance .~~ According to the Board's report: 

The captain, as the pilot-in-command, had the authority 
and responsibility to set the cockpit tone for the approach. 
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However, the accident captain was known among cowork- 
ers for his sense of humor and CVR evidence indicated 
that he emphasized fun in the cockpit. Had he empha- 
sized the pilots' goals and strategies as they prepared for 
the nonprecision approach in night IMC, it is likely that 
the accident pilots would have suspended their hu~norous 
banter and engaged in only operationally relevant conver- 
sation below 10,000 feet msl. The captain's continued 
joking during this period established an inappropriate 
cockpit orientation for this phase of the flight and was not 
consistent with standard operating procedures. Both pi- 
lots' attitudes and inattention during subsequent opera- 
tions demonstrated a lack of regard/respect for thcir 
responsibilities and d ~ t i e 5 . ~ ~  

The Safety Board concludes that the pilots' nonessential 
conversation below 10,000 feet msl was contrary to estab- 
lished sterile cockpit regulations and reflected a demeanor 
and cockpit etlvironment that fostered deviation from 
established standard procedures, crew resource manage- 
ment (CRM) disciplines, division of duties, and profession- 
alism, reducing the margin of safety well below acceptable 
limits during the accident approach and likely contribut- 
ing to the pilots' degraded performance. Further, the 
Safety Board concludes that compliance with sterile cock- 
pit rules likely would have resulted in an increased focus 
on standard procedures and professionalism during the 
accident flight. Further, there is no evidence to indicate 
that this flight crew was unique in their behavior. There- 
fore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should direct 
the principal operations inspectors of all 14 CFR Part 121 
and 135 operators to reemphasize the importance of strict 
co~npliance with the sterile cockpit rule.2h 

The Safety Board's safety reco~nmendation was published on 
February 7,2006. On April 28,2006, the FAA responded by issuing 
a Safety Alert for Operators (SAFO). The SAFO was issued "to 
emphasize the importance of the sterile cockpit rule."27 The SAFO 
reiterated to the operators that compliance with the sterile cockpit 
rule is not only required, but also "makes irrefutable good sense 
since breaches of those rules continue to contribute to fatal acci- 
dents in air carrier ~pera t ions . "~  That the FAA issuecl the SAFO, 
again trying to get the danger warning across to the piloting 
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conlmunity, is some evidence that significant portions of that coin- 
munity, regardless of their rhetoric, sitnply do not accept thc 
premise that sterile cockpit violations 11y otherwise skilled pilots are 
dat>gerous. However, stronger evidence is that again, just months 
after the SAFO was issued, another major disaster occurred, and 
sterile coclrpit violations were again cliscovered on the coclrpit voice 
recorder. 

On August 27, 2006, Conlair Flight 5191 crashed a t  Blue Grass 
Airport in Lexington, Kentuclry, after attempting to depart from 
tlie wrong runway. As nientioned in the inti-oduction, Flight 5191 
was supposed to take off on Runway 22, which is 7,003 feet long, 
11ut instead the captain mistakenly taxied the aircraft into takeoff 
position on the much shorter Runway 26, a 3,500 foot runway that 
was not long enough to acconlmodate the Canadail- CL-600 air- 
craft." He then turned the plane over to the lirst officer, who 
advanced the throttles and, when the aircraft was not airborne by 
the time tlie runway ended, it crashed into the airport perimeter 
fencc and trees, resulting in 49 fatalities and 1 serious injury."" 

'I'he crashes involving sterile coclrpit violations exemplify the 
inipo~.tancc ol the r ~ ~ l e  to flight safety. Irrelevant banter in the 
cockljit during critical phases of flight can be distracting and 
increases the risk of catastrophic mistalccs:" The danger is well 
tlocumentctl. For example, this topic was studietl back in 1993 11y 
the NTSB's current Vice Chairman, Rol~crL L. Surnwalt, who re- 
portctl his results to Llie aviation coinniunity. 

Suniwalt asse~nl~lecl and analyzed clata from NASA's Aviation 
Safety Reporting Systeui (ASRS) database (which allows ilight crew 
meml~ers to file anonymous incident reports) and found serious 
pro1,lems attributable to sterile coclrpit violations: 

48 percent were altitude deviations; 

14 percent were course deviations; 

14 pel-cent were runway transgressions: 

14 pcrccnt were general distractions with no specific ad- 
verse consccluences; 

8 pel-cent involved takeoffs or landings without clearance; 

2 pel-cent involved near mid-air collisions due to inatten- 

tion ant1 tlistractions:'" 

According to Sutnwalt's research, Inany of the reports contained 
aclrnowledgmcnts by crew ~netnbcrs that, "If we [had] adhered to 
the sterile coclrpit, this situation probably would not have oc- 
curl-ed." (ACN 118974);3"Tl~e   no st common violations found were: 
(1) extraneous convel-sations between coclcpit crew meml>ers; (2) 
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distractions from flight attendants; (3 )  non-pertinent radio calls 
and PA announcements; and (4) sight-seeing." As Sumwalt noted, 
"[tlhe sterile cockpit rule was designed to help minimize many of 
the problems that we just annotated. Judging from these reports, a 
safer operation can be achieved by simply abiding by the rule's 
 guideline^."^^ 

Nevertheless, 14 years later it is clear that too many flightcrews 
still are not abiding by the rule's guidelines. Moreover, contributing 
to the problem is the lack of an effective auditing system, which 
means violations usually are not discovered unless there is an 
accident or incident, and even then there is only one-half hour of 
data. As a result, it is not possible to determine with any precision 
the frequency of sterile cockpit rule violations in the field, and the 
magnitude of the problem must be left to inference. 

Still, the alarming number of accidents and incidents that 
ultimately reveal sterile cockpit violations proves that the viola- 
tions pose a significant danger, the violations are very common, or 
both. Heightening suspicions that violations are common are the 
NTSB's findings in such crashes as USAir Flight 1016 and Corpo- 
rate Airlines Flight 5966 that violators of the rule were qualified 
and experienced flightcrew members who did not appear to be 
uniquely sloppy or unprofessional. Therefore, while no study has 
been conducted to determine the exact rate a t  which sterile cockpit 
violations are occurring, these crashes reveal they are occurring too 
frequently, and something other than what is currently taking place 
is probably needed. But before stating our view about what is 
needed, a review of the status quo is appropriate. 

At tempts  t o  Promote  Compliance 

Since 1981, a variety of methods have been used within the 
aviation industry to encourage airline flightcrews to comply with 
the sterile cockpit rule. For instance, the rule has been incorporated 
into flightcrew training and education programs, and the FAA has 
encouraged compliance. The FAA's 1988 Advisory Circular on 
"Communication and Coordination between Flight Crewmembers 
and Flight Attendants," recommended that flight attendants 
"should receive special training regarding 'sterile cockpit' proce- 
dures so that they neither naively violate them nor hesitate to 
communicate relevant [safety-related] information to the flight- 
crew."" The FAA's 2003 Advisory Circular concerning flight crew 
procedures during taxi operations reiterated that maintaining a 
sterile cockpit is one of the most important guidelines flight 
crewmembers must follow in order to focus on their duties without 
d i ~ t r a c t i o n . ~ ~  
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The FAA has also published advisory circulars for air carriers 
recommending particular methods to develop, implement, and up- 
date standard operating proceclures and assess crew resource man- 
agement."Vhe FAA's 2003 Advisory Circular "Standard Operating 
Procedures for Flight Deck Crewmembers" advised that standard 
operating procedures will be conlplied with Inore often when 
crew~nembers understancl the reasons for the procedure, effective 
training on the procedure is conducted, and the attitudes shown by 
instructors, check air~nen, and managers all reinforce the need for 
the procedure." In 2004, the FAA's "Crew Rcsource Management 
Training" Advisory Circular stated that effcctive training includes 
t , 
awareness, practice and feedback, and continuing I-einforcement" 

of CRM concepts, and that the "best results occur when the crews 
examine their own behavior with the assistance of a trainecl 
instr~ctor."~" 

Most recently, the FAA published its 2006 SAFO emphasizing 
the importance of the sterile cockpit rule. According to the SAFO, 
the director of safety of each carrier operating under Part 121 is 
encouragetl to do the following: 

Become familiar with thc circu~nstances of the acciclent in 
I<irltsville, Missouri; 

Become familial- with the contents of this SAFO; 

Einphasize the importance of sterile cockpit cliscipline in 
flight crew operating manuals; and 

Emphasize sterile cockpit cliscipline in the CRM training 
pl.ovidec1 to flight crew^.^' 

The NTSB recently told the FAA that more aggressive mea- 
sures are needed to address pilots' unproicssional behavior in the 
cocltpit. On January 23, 2007, the NTSB published its safety 
reco~n~nendations in light of Pinnacle Airlines Flight 3701, which 
crashed into a residential area about 2.5 miles south of the airport 
in Jefferson City, Missouri ltilling the captain and first officer ancl 
destroying the aircraft." The Safety Boarcl concluded that one of 
the probable causes of the accident was the pilots' unprofessional 
behavior and deviation from standard operating p r o c e d u r e ~ . ~ ~ h e  
NTSB observed the flight was a Part 91 repositioning flight with no 
passengers or other crewmembers on I~oard, and this presented the 
pilots with an opportunity to aggressively maneuver the airplane 
and disregard defined procedures intentionally to ~nalte the job 
more i n t e r e ~ t i n g . ~ ~  A ltey finding by the Safety Board was that, 
even when standard operating procedures are enacted by airlines, 
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one of the reasons unprofessional behavior still occurs is the percep- 
tion of a low risk of de te~t ion .~"  

While the Pinnacle Airlines report focused on the low risk of 
detection in the context of Part 91 flights, the same concern should 
apply to Part 121 flights with fare-paying passengers. Crew mem- 
bers simply are more likely to cut corners when they do not believe 
they will be held accountable for their conduct. This explains why 
traditional observation methods of pilots during checlr rides or line 
observations conducted by company check airmen or management 
personnel probably are insufficient. As the NTSB observed, "[a] 
problem with this method of oversight is that pilots might perform 
differently during a check ride or a line observation because of the 
presence of a company check airman in the cockpit."4h 

As a result of this crash, Pinnacle Airiness' chief pilot stated 
that in future operations it  would begin reviewing FDR data of 
Part 91 flights for violations so "the pilots will know that they're 
being ~noni tored ."~~ This statement recognizes the importance of 
effective oversight to deter pilots from cutting corners and violating 
standard operating procedures such as adherence to the sterile 
coclrpit rule. 

To be sure, the aviation industry has offered methods of moni- 
toring pilots' adherence to standard operating procedures. For in- 
stance, air carr ies  can implement voluntary safety programs such 
as the Flight Operational Quality Assurance (FOQA), an FAA- 
approved program for the routine collection and analysis of FDR 
data gathered during aircraft  operation^.^^ However, FOQA does 
not allow oversight of compliance with verbal procedures such as 
the sterile cockpit rule, proper phraseology, and check list 
compliance. 

The FAA has also approved the Aviation Safety Action Pro- 
gram (ASAP), a voluntary program that encourages pilots to report 
safety concerns in a non-punitive environment and allows the air 
carrier and FAA to take responsive action.49 While helpful, this 
program relies on pilots to self-regulate, ancl its non-punitive envi- 
ronment may not serve as an effective deterrent. 

Operators also may assess pilot performance during line opera- 
tions with the Line Operations Safety Audit (LOSA), "an observa- 
tional process that assesses CRM practices, the management of 
threats to safety, and human error during flight operations.""" 
However, due to the confidential nature of the program, the opera- 
tor is not given information about the particular pilots observed, 
and the program cloes not result in adverse actions against pilots 
who perform unsatisfactorily." Consequently, "pilots being ob- 
served do not view the LOSA observers as a threat (as they might 
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view company check airmen). . . .'"l While this allows for more 
accurate observations of how pilots are perfor~ning when an ob- 
server is not present, it again fails to provide an effective cleterre~it 
to individual pilots violating standarcl operating procedures. 

Nevertheless, some pilots simply have not come to terms with 
the importance of the sterile cockpit rule, believing they are skilled 
pilots who can safely engage in small talk a t  critical phases of flight 
without danger of distraction. Such a belief is validated with evely 
violation, and for them, the substantial efforts by the FAA, the 
airlines, and other pilots to spread the word about the danger and 
ncecl lor compliance amounts to nothing more than lip sel-vice. 
Similar attitudes prevailed among some people when auto~nobile 
seat i,clts first became available and ulti~nately, laws requiring 
front seat belt use that were enforced brought almost everyone 
around. 

Having establishecl that compliance with the sterile coclrpit rule 
is important for safety, and that there is a violation problem which 
could be rampant, we now turn to our recommendations for further 
study and I~ctter nlethods of surveillance, in orcler to more effec- 
tively encourage compliance and climinate violations. 

Kerornniendations 

As inentioned carlier, while the NTSB has focused attention on 
the stcrile cockpit rule, and the FAA, airlines, and piloting commu- 
nity have encouraged Inore compliance, there is no data establish- 
ing that these efforts have been effective in creating more 
compliance. On the contl-ary, for a problc~n that seems so inanagea- 
I~lc, cl-ash investigations have continued to docunlent that sterile 
cockpit violations still are occurring with alar~ning frequency. 
Moreover, thcl-e is every reason to assume that the cockpit voice 
recortlers recoverecl in crash investigations reveal only a s~nall  
portion 01 the violations that are occun-ing in the field. In other 
words, the pilots, their unions, the FAA, and the air carriel-s need to 
employ Inore effective tactics to acldress sterile cockpit violations, if 
they wish to fend off the accusation that current efforts are merely 
paying lip service to the problem. 

The data strongly support the idea that, with pilots sealed 
I~ehincl the cockpit tloor and without the presence of a check airman 
in the cockpit, the industry's efforts have fallen short of deterring 
violations of the sterile cockpit rule. A major p~.ol,lem may be that 
some pilots, perhaps even a majority, simply do not believe, deep 
down, that small talk a t  the wrong tiine is dangerous. This should 
be studied further, but it is already clear that disse~nination of 
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information about the danger alone has been tried and does not 
seem to be working. 

After Pinnacle Airlines discovered its pilots operating improp- 
erly when they were not being monitored on Part 91 flights, i t  
decided to review the flight data recorder after those flights for 
possible violations so the pilots would know their conduct in the 
cockpit was always being monitored. As of November 2006, 18 air 
carriers operating under Part 121 had similar programs in effect.53 

We recommend extending this program to random stealth au- 
dits of cockpit communications for compliance with the rules, regu- 
lations, guidelines, and procedures; and a system of progressive 
discipline (or a t  least training to proficiency) for proven violators. 
For example, fear of a call from the chief pilot may persuade pilots 
who otherwise would violate the rule to follow it instead. Moreover, 
digital technology and a commitment by airline management that 
is encouraged by the FAA and not resisted by the pilot unions could 
lead to an effective system of stealth auditing of cockpit communi- 
cations that would be both feasible and inexpensive when compared 
to the safety value added. 

In order for monitoring to yield deterrence, pilots must also 
know there will be consequences if they are caught violating rules. 
Random sampling would create the perception among crew mem- 
bers that their conduct was being monitored, and would likely lead 
to increased adherence to standard operating procedures without 
depending on convincing a diverse piloting community of the wis- 
dom and validity of every rule. Thus, such oversight would enhance 
compliance both by catching violators before their conduct led to 
harm and, perhaps more importantly, more effectively deterring 
violations. 

The bottom line is common sense tells us that pilots would be 
much less likely to be talking politics on the approach or talking 
about other pilots' jobs while taxiing if there was a chance they 
could be held accountable for these violations. The current situation 
of catching violations and violators only after a major accident or 
incident, if one pilot reports another, or in the presence of a check 
airman, is simply unacceptable. The captain of Corporate Airlines 
Flight 5966, who had a reputation among his co-workers of empha- 
sizing fun in the cockpit, should have been caught and warned 
about his disregard for the sterile cockpit rule well before his 
violations led to the loss of 13 lives and 2 serious injuries. Even if 
not caught, his conduct may, a t  least have been discouraged 
through the effective deterrence of an inexpensive digital voice 
monitoring system device that would not even need to be crash 
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proof, because it would not be a substitute for cockpit voice 
recorders. 

Another recommendation to help address the problern of pilots 
violating standard operating procedures is i~nple~nentation 01 an 
image recording system in the cockpit. The NTSB has long advo- 
cated the i~nple~nentation of a cockpit itnage recording system, first 
citing this recommendation in 199V4 and adding it to the Most 
Wanted List in 2002." A full cliscussion of the benefits and need for 
cockpit image recorders can be found in the article, Coclcpit In~age  
Recol-ders: A Pict~tlp is Wort11 a Thousand Words, by David E. 
Rapoport and Paul D. Richter." However, it should be noted that 
in addition to providing critical and valuable infor~nation for NTSB 
accident investigations and resulting safety recommendations, cock- 
pit imagery, if mandated, will reinforce the perception that the 
pilots' concluct is being monitored and will lead to increased compli- 
ance with standard operating procedures, including the sterile cock- 
pit rule. We once again applaud the NTSB for placing this 
important issue on its Most Wanted List, and once again observe 
that it has been on that list without action by the FAA for too long. 

I k ~ v i d  I<. IR~l~oporl is lhc lorrndcr or Ral~ol~orl I.irw Olficts, P.C. Hc h i~s  a 

llalior~al praclicc lhal is l imi l<~l  lo ha~~(ll ing scv~?r~posonal  inji~r-y and u~r011gjirl 

rlcafh c.ascs on bcl~alf or viclir~ls. Miilly o f  Mr. Napoporl :s c;iscs have i~rvolvc-d 

major air disaslcrr, includinr scrvitr as /(!at1 trial allomey of ihr PlainlilLq' 

Slrcring Corll~nillrc in lh f*  liSAir FIigIil 1016 liabilify casc3, Ir~atl trial a1lornc.y in 

consolidatcrl icrlc!ral casts arising orrl of lhc mash or 1 inilrd Airline 1:ligllt 2.32, 

anrl as a rnc,~l~lxr or thc Lead Corrnstl Cornmillee in multi-dislricl Icrlcral 

l i l i~~rl ion arising otrl or lllc crash of Alncrica-an I<aglc, 1:IipIlt ,1379. Hc was also a 

n~~ .mbo-  or lhr i'1airllillss' SS~c~rir~r  Cornrnillccs in cascui arising olrt or ~ h c  crashc-s 

o f  E ~ y p f A i r  Flighl 990, Amcric;.;rn Air1ine.s I'li~hl 1420, and Swissair /;light I I I .  

Joshua I<. Wcisl~a-r is a trial larvyo. whoscs prac1ic.e is dcdic;rlcd cxcl[rsively Lo 

re~~rcsc~nlir~g victir11.s and llasir familics in pf-rronal irljrlry and wronrrul dc~+lh 

casc.  He has 111i1y~d ;I kf!y role irr many or his [inn:% high prafilc cascs, inc lud i r~~  

[he wro~~gr[il clealh case of Lhc co-pilol o f  Arncrica~~ Airlincs I'light .587 that 

crashcd a1 Hclle Harbor, New York in 2001, and [he wrorlplul death case of a 

rnan killrd in an air laxi crash r~car Heaver- Island, Michigan, in 2001. A Ma~ma 

Cor11 La~rrlc gradoal~, of the l lnivc~nily of  Illinois College of Law, Wcisherg 

rcct,ived f l ~ c  Collcgc, o f I Iawls  Rickcrl Awi~rcl Tor 1 5 x c ~ ~ l l ~ ~ c ~ ~  in Oral Advoci~cy. Hc 

also was na~ncd "Hcsl Ovoall" in thc schoo1:s Fr~~Icrick (;rcai Mool CorrrL 

Co~npctition, and was a regional chalnpion and nalional h a l i s l  in lllc Nalional 

Mool Coort Co~npclitiorl. 
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